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EXPERT STAFF.
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT SUPPORT.
We are pump and process equipment experts. At IPEG we develop long
lasting relationships with our customers and provide ongoing technical
expertise, product support, custom fabrication and repair services.

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

SANITARY

MUNICIPAL

WE DELIVER COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICES
You can depend on IPEG for complete, professional equipment repair
and maintenance services. We have the knowledge and experience to
maximize the performance of your pumps, fans, blowers and gearboxes,
ultimately saving you time and money. Our factory-trained service
technicians repair and maintain your products, parts and equipment
throughout their lifetime. As a factory-authorized warranty and service
center for our product lines, we can provide you with repair estimates,
field repairs and on-site maintenance work.
Our service technicians and field sales engineers are trained to
diagnose equipment problems and help resolve issues at the job
site. In addition to equipment repair, we also perform contractual
maintenance, laser alignment and installation of equipment.
With three convenient locations and more than 40,000 square feet
of extensive machine shop capabilities, we can provide you with
the technical support and expert parts and repair services you need, when and where you need
them.

WE DELIVER SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
Our engineers and support staff are among the most experienced in the industry and provide
helpful and accurate technical support. We don’t put a band-aid on your problems—we fix them.
IPEG is your most complete resource for process equipment repairs because we provide more than
just accurate quotes and reliable service: we are available to you 24/7. Increase uptime, reduce your
maintenance cost and lead times, and gain total process control and maximum equipment performance.

WE DELIVER A THOROUGH REPAIR PROCESS
Upon your approval, we begin the repair process. Our experienced technicians carefully inspect each phase of
the process to maximize quality control. At IPEG we have the in-house capabilities to perform repairs on large
and small projects. We control the machining, assembly, balancing, painting and testing phases of your product.
Before your equipment leaves IPEG, it undergoes thorough testing to meet your needs.

WE DELIVER EXPERT FIELD SERVICE SUPPORT
For complete peace of mind, our maintenance teams provide
field service support for all equipment supplied for repair,
including testing, calibration and system analysis. Our repair
team is prepared with the latest equipment and training to
correctly specify, install, troubleshoot and maintain your
liquid or air process system.

WE DELIVER QUALITY PARTS
Gain access to IPEG’s fully stocked warehouse and wide selection of parts and equipment available to satisfy
temperature, chemical compatibility, abrasion and longevity concerns. When you have genuine spare parts,
your products continue to work at optimum efficiency, maintain performance, have a longer life and avoid
expensive unplanned downtime. We can restore your process equipment to factory tolerances by re-machining
or replacing parts. IPEG is also a specialist in custom parts manufacturing and is capable of producing highquality fabricated parts to meet your requirements.

WE DELIVER CUSTOM FABRICATION
At IPEG we take service to a whole new level. We can custom design an equipment skid to fill your special
requirements. We start with your unique specifications and then create CAD drawings in-house. From these
drawings, we purchase the parts and assemble the skid—all under one roof. Simplify your purchasing process
with one order for a full system that includes all the necessary components, including pumps, valves, filters and
much more. We take full system and mechanical responsibility for the components on the skid, so you can rest
assured that each component works correctly and efficiently. This results in a professional, high-quality custom
fabrication that meets your exact needs.

IPEG HAS THREE MIDWEST LOCATIONS TO CONVENIENTLY
SERVE YOU
IPEG sales, inventory and repair facilities are close to you to serve you today.
For a free estimate, contact your nearest IPEG location.

St. Louis, MO
6823 Hazelwood Drive
St. Louis, MO 63134
Ph: (314) 534-3100
Fax: (314) 533-0022

Calvert City, KY
56 S. Main St.
P.O. Box 995
Calvert City, KY 42029
Ph: (270) 395-5711
Fax: (270) 395-5712

Decatur, IL
1520 East McBride Ave.
Decatur, IL 62526
Ph: (217) 428-5001
Fax: (217) 428-5011

AT YOUR SERVICE 24/7
Call our emergency service number at (314) 534-3100.
ipegstl.com

ACCESS OUR TECHNICAL SUPPORT
AND KNOWLEDGE ONLINE
Connect with IPEG experts with specializations in industrial, commercial,
sanitary and municipal process equipment.
Visit ipegstl.com and click on “Ask the IPEG Experts.”

